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ABSTRACT
We present a vision of next-generation visual analytics ser-
vices. We argue that these services should have three related
capabilities: support visual and interactive data exploration
as they do today, but also suggest relevant data to enrich
visualizations, and facilitate the integration and cleaning of
that data. Most importantly, they should provide all these
capabilities seamlessly in the context of an uninterrupted
data analysis cycle. We present the challenges and opportu-
nities in building next-generation visual analytics services.

1. INTRODUCTION
The need for effective analysis of data is widely recognized

today and many tools aim to support professional data sci-
entists from industry and science with this task. There is,
however, another growing group of users who need the abil-
ity to analyze data. These users are without formal train-
ing in data science. They are called Data Enthusiasts [8,
24]. A common example is journalists who increasingly use
data and visualizations to illustrate their stories. This pa-
per presents a vision for the next generation of data analysis
tools aimed at supporting data enthusiasts.

Recent self-service visual analytics services already strive
to support these users. Tableau Public [1], Fusion Tables [5],
and Many Eyes [22] are among the most popular examples.
These tools enable the sensemaking model [3]: the typical
analytical process starts with a question that a data en-
thusiast seeks to answer. The data enthusiast then forages
for relevant data unless she already has a dataset to ex-
plore. Once the appropriate dataset is acquired, the data
is explored through an appropriate visualization. The user
continues to interact with the visualization by, for example,
drilling down or adding dimensions from other datasets.

These existing systems provide several desirable features
to support data enthusiasts. They enable users to visu-
ally explore their data as illustrated in Figure 1, which re-
moves the need for learning any programming or query lan-
guages. They facilitate the integration and study of multiple
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datasets at the same time. Finally, they support collabora-
tions through sharing visualizations and data online for both
viewing and editing by others.

In recent work [16], we found that today’s visual ana-
lytics services are attracting hundreds or thousands of new
accounts each month, but most users author only one visual-
ization and never return. A recent interview study of Open
Government Data consumers [6] corroborates that current
visualization tools are underserving their users. We see three
key limitations that make these systems unsuitable for many
users. First, these tools assume the data is clean and in a
well-structured relational format, which is typically not the
case. As a result, the data cleaning capabilities are minimal
and not well integrated with the visualization aspects of the
tools. Second, the tools provide little or no help in discov-
ering relevant datasets to enrich a visualization. Users must
perform that discovery offline. Finally, the data integration
capabilities remain primitive, often limited to equi-joins on
fields with the same names.

We present a vision for how visual analytics services
should be redesigned to meet users’ needs and the associated
research challenges. Based on interactions with Tableau cus-
tomers as well as a study of how Tableau Public and Many
Eyes are used [16], we argue that visual analytics services
need to improve in four dimensions:

(1) Combined Data Visualisation and Cleaning:
(Section 2). Data enthusiasts have reported that cleaning
and transforming their datasets is one of the most time-
consuming and tedious steps in their analytical workflows
(often comprising 80% of the work [4]). The data is use-
less until that labor is accomplished up front. Currently,
they must use unrelated tools for cleaning and visualiza-
tion. Since visualizations help identify anomalies and trends,
there is an opportunity for combining data cleaning and er-
ror detection into the visual data analytics cycle. There is
also an opportunity to leverage the collaborative nature of
today’s tools to propagate cleaning actions across users.

(2) Data Enrichment for Visual Analytics: (Sec-
tion 3) While many data sources are available on the Web
or (more conveniently) shared by other users of the visual
analytics service, identifying interesting data to enrich a vi-
sualization is challenging. Different datasets have different
schemas, different levels of granularity (e.g., we may have
state-level unemployment data but zip code-level income
data), or different levels of cleanliness. They may also con-
tain different subsets of relevant data. Next-generation vi-
sual analytics services should help users identify datasets
that they can potentially leverage for their current data



SELECT [geo].[Latitude] ON ROWS, [geo].[Longitude] ON COLUMNS,
[geo].[Domain] ON COLOR, COUNT([pub].[pubid]) ON SIZE

FROM [pub] LEFT JOIN [geo] ON [pub].[Domain] = [geo].[Domain]
WHERE [pub].[Domain] IN {"google.com","googlepages.com","ibm.com"}
AND [geo].[Country] = "United States"

Figure 1: The Tableau visual interface and visualiza-
tion (top) and corresponding VizQL (bottom) shows
duplicate entries for Google publications and miss-
ing entries for IBM Almaden in the Bay Area.

analysis task. The recommendation needs to take into ac-
count the visualizations that the user is creating and could
create and not just the underlying data.

(3) Seamless Data Integration in the Context of
Visual Analytics: (Section 4) Once a user identifies a
dataset of potential interest, integrating that dataset with a
current visualization is also challenging due to all the well-
known data integration barriers including schema matching,
schema mapping, and entity resolution. Visual analytics
services should support this integration with a focus on pro-
ducing useful visualizations: It should help the user identify
and fix data integration issues in current visualizations and
in other visualizations that the user may subsequently de-
rive. It should minimally interrupt the user’s analysis task.

(4) A Common Formalism: (Section 5) Most impor-
tantly, the three capabilities above should be seamlessly com-
bined into a unified framework. To the user, it should be a
visualization system that enables jumping among the tasks
of exploring data, finding new data, integrating data, and
cleaning data in a consistent, integrated fashion. Current
systems require a mental context switch every time a user
needs to integrate another data source by forcing the user
to deal with the details of cleaning and transforming it. We
want to avoid these expensive context- and tool-switches.

While finding, cleaning, and integrating data are each a
well-established research area, their exploration in the con-
text of visual analytics services is different for several rea-
sons: First, users are non-technical. Second, all interactions
should aim to improve the output of the user’s visualiza-
tions rather than the base data. Third, the speed should
be interactive to support sensemaking. The accepted limit
for keeping a user’s attention focused on a given task is 10
seconds [15]. All secondary tasks such as cleaning should be
minimally disruptive to the user’s primary task.

We next present the research challenges of our vision in
supporting data enthusiasts with structured datasets.

2. DATA VISUALIZATION & CLEANING
Visual interfaces like Figure 1(top) enable data enthusi-

asts to author sophisticated queries using drag-and-drop ac-
tions in a GUI and view the answer(s) through single (or
multiple linked) visualizations. This type of visual program-
ming environment supports the sensemaking model well be-
cause it provides interactive response times both in author-
ing the question and in producing visual results; such inter-
active Q&A is possible because the user only has to focus
on the semantics of the query and not its syntax. The first
goal of our envisioned system is to enable users to perform
data exploration and cleaning through not just any GUI
but an analysis-oriented interface and as part of their data
analysis activity. Visualizations can easily help users iden-
tify problems with their data. The research challenge lies in
managing the complexity of the transformations required to
clean that data while minimizing disruptions to the analysis.
The following example illustrates the challenge.

The Tableau visualization in Figure 1(top) demonstrates
how integrating two public data sets, DBLP and Free-
geoip (http://freegeoip.net), results in dirty data which af-
fects the visualization. In this example, the user specified
through GUI actions that she was interested in compar-
ing the academic productivity of the research branches of
several top companies. Since DBLP does not contain af-
filiation information for each publication (only homepages
with IP/domain information), she used the homepage as a
proxy and combined it with the IP-to-geolocation mapping
database, Freegeoip, to produce the map in Figure 1. Two
data-related problems clearly manifest. First, we see that
certain research branches are missing: there is one red circle
for IBM’s publications from TJ Watson in the NY area, but
other actively-publishing IBM branches such as Almaden in
the Bay Area are strangely absent. Second, we see evidence
of duplicate entries. Google, for example, has two represen-
tations in the Bay Area on this map: google.com (purple
circle) and googlepages.com (orange circle).

Recent work [25] also uses visualizations to reveal outliers
that correspond to errors in the input data set. Another
system [13] generates annotations to help explain outliers
and trends in point-based visualizations. However, many
data quality issues are much more difficult to identify and
resolve than what existing tools support; entity resolution
is one example. In the above scenario, the user could easily
indicate to the system that some data appears to be missing
(e.g., IBM Almaden) and other data seems to be duplicated
in the visualization (e.g., the two Google records). How-
ever, determining what needs to be done to fix the problem
is non-trivial: should the user find additional datasets to
integrate, or perform entity-resolution on the existing data,
or manually fix some entries? Even if entity resolution is
a clear approach, existing methods are computationally ex-
pensive, yet visual analytics impose a real-time computation
constraint: data cleaning is a disruption. Current tools [12]
apply cleaning transformations over the entire data set, re-
gardless of how it is being explored by the visual analytics
system. Computation time is wasted on transforming data
that is not used in the visualization. This problem worsens
as data sizes increase. One promising approach is to priori-
tize cleaning the records that impact the visualization first.
This view-at-a-time approach will need new incremental ap-
proaches to cleaning, where the objective is to resolve the
records that affect the view, not the entire input dataset.



Additionally, the system could suggest relevant cleaning
actions performed by others (e.g., captured as scripts by
the formalism). The second challenge then is how to man-
age and share such cleaning actions among different users.
Suppose the user zooms into the Google-specific publica-
tions and notices some duplicate entries due to inconsis-
tent spellings for conference names. These fixes must be
reflected in the user’s current visualization but should they
be applied to the base data, which may be publicly avail-
able in the system and shared with other users? Should
they be applied automatically to data beyond what is be-
ing visualized? Should other users have the option to access
the cleaned data? What if some of the cleaning actions
are wrong? Should the system manage different versions
of datasets with different scripts of cleaning actions applied
to them? Some systems have been developed for managing
conflicting updates [10], but focus on experts, and require
the specification of trust relationships, which is inconsistent
with global sharing by non-technical users.

3. DATA ENRICHMENT
An important step in the analysis process is to add con-

text to a dataset by combining it with other relevant data
sources. For example, a reporter may be interested in ex-
tending a dataset about obesity rates in different cities with
another dataset showing the availability of bike paths in
these same cities. Identifying datasets that could add useful
context to the analysis, however, is far from trivial. The user
must first find datasets (either on the Web or contributed to
the visual analytics service by other users) that contain use-
ful information. He must then assess if the data can actually
be integrated, e.g., is the new information at the granular-
ity of cities or counties? Does the set of cities in the new
dataset overlap with those in the original dataset?

To help users with this task, the next generation of vi-
sual analytics services should include powerful data recom-
menders that would help identify datasets that both contain
relevant information and can be successfully integrated.

It is well-known in the data integration literature [7] that
data recommendation is challenging due to schema and se-
mantic mismatches between datasets (among other chal-
lenges). Recent prior work [19] has tackled the problem
of finding tables from a large Web corpus that are related to
an input table. This tool, however, only considers extend-
ing each entity, as identified by a set of key attributes, with
additional fields. In recent work [16], we observed that such
a tool would not apply to more than half of all integration
scenarios that occur in practice in a visual analytics service,
as 50% of users joined multiple entities at either the same
location or the same point in time.

Given the large volumes of public data that are searchable
and the real-time constraints of an interactive visual anal-
ysis system, data recommendation is especially challenging.
To limit the search space and to improve recommendation
quality, the data recommender should leverage the context
of the visualization of the current data source. Our idea is
to improve semantic matches and relevance of the recom-
mended data by using clues from the current data and vi-
sualization including the schemas, axis labels, annotations,
domain of values being visualized, primary keys, or aggrega-
tion/filters/projections used. One key challenge is to iden-
tify the pertinent information in a user’s current visualiza-
tion that is most relevant for recommending additional data.

For example, a map view suggests latitude/longitude coordi-
nates as a possible join key since the data currently displayed
on the map could be enhanced with information about co-
located objects. Generalizing this intuition to other types of
views and other types of information, however, is not trivial.

Another question is whether the recommender could bet-
ter support data enthusiasts by leveraging historical ac-
tions by expert users (e.g., how others have integrated and
used similar datasets) when recommending new data? The
key challenge lies in identifying what features of existing
datasets and their past use in other visualizations to take
into account in the recommendation process.

4. SEAMLESS DATA INTEGRATION
Data integration is a well-known difficult problem. To

assist data enthusiasts, Tableau offers a pay-as-you-go data
integration feature called data blending [17]. This feature
automatically creates mediated schemas and wrappers as
the user interactively builds a visualization on-the-fly. It
also joins in only the necessary information from a data
source (e.g., as specified by the user through the GUI) to
create the view with minimal data movement, as queries are
federated to the data sources. A key aspect of the Tableau
data blending feature is its ability to integrate data with-
out causing any significant disruption to the analysis cy-
cle: Tableau automatically infers how to combine the two
datasets. Its inference abilities, however, are limited to join-
ing datasets on the columns that share the same name and
aggregating the new dataset if necessary and possible. The
next-generation of such tools should expand these automatic
data integration capabilities by taking the visualization con-
text into account. While the general problem statement is
not specific to visual analytics, its solution in that context
raises new opportunities: For example, if a user is viewing
data displayed on a map, the system should try to determine
if any columns in the new dataset can possibly correspond to
geographic locations. Other types of integration are not rel-
evant in the current context. In contrast, if a user examines
a bar chart (e.g., average salary per category of worker), the
x-axis labels are good candidates for the join key. Further-
more, successful integration of only the rows corresponding
to the visualized data is all the user needs at that point.

Beyond automated inference, a second promising ap-
proach is to leverage the work done for prior visualizations
by the same user or by other users. Imagine, for example,
two tables with salary information for two different com-
panies and a user who wants to join them. Perhaps, in the
past, another user has transformed one salary from a weekly
salary to an hourly salary. The system, when recommending
the second table, would suggest applying the same transfor-
mation in order for the two tables to join in a meaningful
way (i.e., with consistent field value domains). The research
opportunity is to identify such relevant actions by past users,
determine how and when they generalize, and apply them
in the context of a new data integration task. What if the
original user was looking at salaries in euros when perform-
ing the transformation while the second user has a dataset
with dollar-value salaries? Even though the domains do not
match, the transformation remains applicable in both con-
texts. Extending further, if a user is looking at weekly net-
work traffic data, the system could automatically suggest to
break down the information at the granularity of hours to
join with intrusion detection statistics at that granularity.



Of course, it remains to be shown how far such reuse will go
toward solving the general problem.

Once schemas have been mapped, the next problem is to
ensure that the join produces meaningful results. Inconsis-
tent representations of the same entity across data sets (as
in the entity resolution problem) can compromise the visual
analysis and affect decision making as we discussed in Sec-
tion 2. Current integration systems [20, 5, 11] provide users
no assistance with detecting or correcting data quality is-
sues. Other integration systems [21] offer basic cleaning op-
erations, but lack support for more complex scenarios such
as resolving duplicate entities.

A final core challenge is how to handle the case when the
user continues to interact with the integrated visualization.
What if the user alters the granularity of the visualized data
by drilling-down to the details or rolling-up to summarize.
As an example, imagine that a user has created a map view
that combines per-capita coffee production with coffee con-
sumption at the granularity of countries. However, the user
wants to continue exploring this view by drilling-down to
the city-level. To accomplish this task, the data integration
system would attempt to pull the city-level data from each
dataset. If one of the datasets does not have any informa-
tion about cities, then the data integration operation will
not succeed. One solution could be to leverage the recom-
mender tool to suggest a relevant dataset with the necessary
city-level coffee consumption statistics.

5. A COMMON FORMALISM
To realize this vision, we advocate developing a single for-

malism for a fully integrated visual analysis sensemaking
cycle. In the existing Tableau system, VizQL and its un-
derlying data model serve the purpose of capturing a formal
specification of a user’s actions and their mappings onto
underlying database queries. For example, the visualiza-
tion shown in Figure 1 is driven by the VizQL query shown
below it. These SQL-like statements perform the task of
querying the underlying data source (the VizQL queries are
compiled into SQL or MDX queries) and rendering the re-
sults visually. The formalism represents the clear semantics
underlying the tool. The user does not author the language
directly, but rather her interactions with the data through
the GUI automatically result in the generated code.

VizQL, however, supports only data exploration. Simi-
larly, there has been work on supporting either data clean-
ing [12], data integration [18], or collaboration [9, 23] from
a GUI, however, no tool today supports the complete anal-
ysis cycle. A simple union of state-of-the-art tools is insuf-
ficient for supporting data enthusiasts in two ways. First,
we need to integrate activities that are both typically per-
formed using different interfaces and that yield very different
actions: visual analysis creates views over underlying base
data, data cleaning edits the data, and data integration cre-
ates schema mappings, a mediated schema, and wrappers for
data sources. Cleaning integrated data may require changes
to these mappings as well as changes to the underlying data
sources. Second, these different tools typically operate at
different time-scales. For example, current entity-resolution
systems [2] require that users label tens to hundreds of exam-
ples and then take minutes to hours to run, which is at odds
with keeping the user focused on their data analysis tasks.
Larger data sets put additional pressure on maintaining the
interactivity required by the sensemaking 10-second window.

Current approaches [14] include pre-computing data cubes
and parallelizing the workload. However a unified system
with a formal language requires extending such optimiza-
tions across all actions in the analytical workload.

6. AND BEYOND
Extending our vision for unstructured or semi-structured

data presents even greater challenges. For unstructured
data, users typically apply data extractors (from n-grams
to sentiment analysis). Since most of these extractors are
approximate, the challenge is how to assist the data en-
thusiast in analyzing, cleaning, or integrating such approxi-
mate, probabilistic, and possibly conflicting data. For semi-
structured data, visualizations may contain errors due to
the heterogeneity in the structure of the data (e.g., address
represented as one string vs. a set of tokens), further com-
plicating the identification and cleaning of the data.
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